SYNDICATE™

DELIVER & ANALYZE

Create Seamless Content Experiences
While Gaining Valuable Data Insights
Xyleme’s Syndicate™ is an enterprise-class
platform that empowers organizations to organize,
deliver and analyze content — all from a single
source of truth.
Learn more at www.xyleme.com

Centralize & Streamline Content Management

Collect Actionable Content Metrics

Organize, tag, version and search content in one place to
ensure accuracy, consistency, and ease of maintenance,
regardless of format (SCORM, media, HTML5, PDF, Word,
PowerPoint, etc.).

Analytics dashboards powered by an xAPIcompliant Learning Record Store (LRS) provide
an accurate and objective picture of content
engagement and performance.

Ensure Content Accuracy & Consistency
Identify exactly which version of each piece of content
was accessed, when, and by whom, with comprehensive
reporting and tracking to simplify maintenance and support
regulatory audit compliance.

Integrate Content Across Enterprise Platforms

“Modular content is the root of our
adaptability for rapid and agile distribution
— it’s huge for our business — and centralized
management of branding for our outputs has
been a game changer for us.”

Place your content within applications and platforms
already in use by your organization, so you can embed
content into the flow of work.

Are You Ready to Manage Your Content Across Experience Touch Points?
Whether you’re training customers, employees, vendors, or any other audience, empower them to connect with your
content anywhere, in any format at any time. With Xyleme, there is a better way to manage and deliver content.
 Centralize content in a single cloud-based repository

 Ensure enterprise-level security

 Deliver content with or without an LMS

 Expand content channel distribution & experience options

 Support cloud-based SCORM delivery

 Capture robust learner & content performance analytics

 Create custom-branded content portals

 Track detailed version histories & usage to facilitate
compliance & simplify regulatory audits

 Facilitate granular content searches
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